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Abstract: Context. Asynchronous messaging is increasingly used to support human–machine inter-
actions, generally implemented through chatbots. Such virtual entities assist the users in activities
of different kinds (e.g., work, leisure, and health-related) and are becoming ingrained into humans’
habits due to factors including (i) the availability of mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets,
(ii) the increasingly engaging nature of chatbot interactions, (iii) the release of dedicated APIs from
messaging platforms, and (iv) increasingly complex AI-based mechanisms to power the bots’ behav-
iors. Nevertheless, most of the modern chatbots rely on state machines (implementing conversational
rules) and one-fits-all approaches, neglecting personalization, data-stream privacy management,
multi-topic management/interconnection, and multimodal interactions. Objective. This work ad-
dresses the challenges above through an agent-based framework for chatbot development named
EREBOTS. Methods. The foundations of the framework are based on the implementation of (i) multi-
front-end connectors and interfaces (i.e., Telegram, dedicated App, and web interface), (ii) enabling
the configuration of multi-scenario behaviors (i.e., preventive physical conditioning, smoking cessa-
tion, and support for breast-cancer survivors), (iii) online learning, (iv) personalized conversations
and recommendations (i.e., mood boost, anti-craving persuasion, and balance-preserving physical
exercises), and (v) responsive multi-device monitoring interface (i.e., doctor and admin). Results.
EREBOTS has been tested in the context of physical balance preservation in social confinement times
(due to the ongoing pandemic). Thirteen individuals characterized by diverse age, gender, and
country distribution have actively participated in the experimentation, reporting advancements
in the physical balance and overall satisfaction of the interaction and exercises’ variety they have
been proposed.

Keywords: chatbot; multi-agent systems; personalized virtual assistant; privacy agents; eHealth;
conversational agent

1. Introduction

Intelligent systems constitute the backbone of increasingly popular services and
applications used to support people in several activities. Such applications have the
ability to assist humans through multimodal interactions, including text, buttons, vocal,
video, and gesture-based communication. Siri (Available online: https://www.apple.
com/siri/ (accessed on 5 March 2021)), Cortana (Available online: https://www.microsoft.
com/en-us/cortana(accessed on 5 March 2021)), and Alexa (Available online: https://
developer.amazon.com/en-US/alexa (accessed on 5 March 2021)) are among the most
known at a commercial level and lead customers’ trends and hype. Although such virtual
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assistants heavily rely on vocal interactions [1,2], there are several cases where more
discrete and asynchronous chat-like communications are still preferred. Chatbots are
an example of intelligent systems relying on interactions mostly menu/text-based. In
particular, a chatbot is a computer program able to entertain a natural language-based
conversation with a human. While the first ancestors of conversational agents date back
to the 60 s (e.g., ELIZA [3]), the features and capabilities of chatbots have experienced a
tremendous improvement relatively recently. Several solutions adopt Natural language
processing (NLP) coupled with AI-based mechanisms to build/elaborate the chatbots’
knowledge base, which generally consists of a collection of dialogue management rules,
behaviors, background, aggregated data, settings, and a collection of techniques for data
manipulation. Among the factors contributing to this increasing adoption, we can mention
anywhere/anytime availability, immediate response, confidentiality, social acceptance, and
massive scalability. Thanks to these factors, chatbots have shown to be effective in a wide
range of domains, particularly for motivational (e.g., social network campaigns [4]) and
support (e.g., customer management [5], eHealth [6], and assisted-living scenarios [7]).

In the healthcare domain, chatbots leveraging on tailored support and social aspects
can be of great support to foster behavioral change (e.g., smoking cessation) [4,6,8], monitor-
ing of chronic health conditions [9], primary care [10], etc. However, modern chatbots are
still affected by significant limitations such as inadequate personalization, lack of real-time
monitoring, reporting and customization for medical personnel, lack of mechanisms to
integrate communities of chatbots, limited knowledge sharing capabilities, and the im-
possibility of seamlessly deploying multi-domain campaigns within the same framework.
These limitations are linked to the predominantly rigid architectures proposed in most
existing approaches. These rely on very specific scenarios translated into chatbot logics,
which have to be reprogrammed every time a new scenario arrives. This raises the costs of
modifying a chatbot’s behavior and prevents healthcare professionals from adapting it to
certain situations. Moreover, most chatbot solutions rely on monolithic and centralized
data management strategies, making it hard to comply with privacy regulations (e.g.,
GDPR [11]). The sensitive nature of data collected through chatbot interactions makes it
necessary to shift the control of personal data towards the users themselves, empowering
them in the process.

This paper tackles the above-mentioned limitations through an agent-based frame-
work (named EREBOTS), which enables the configuration and deployment of personalized
chatbots to support users in multi-topic and multi-campaign behavioral change programs.
Examples include conversational agents coaching people fighting chronic diseases, ad-
dictions, and other health issues, leading to decreased life quality. In particular, the
contribution is fivefold:

• Multi-scenario agent-based chatbot framework: In EREBOTS, it is possible to combine
several context-dependent behaviors that can be encapsulated in dedicate story lines,
which can be modeled as isolated or interconnected scenarios. These behaviors
are enacted by a network of user agents, doctor agents, and orchestrated through
gateway agents.

• User personalization: User agents build a model of the user profile, his/her prefer-
ences, history, goals, and aggregated information. With this model, the user agents
are able to tailor behaviors and provide a personalized experience.

• Healthcare personnel control and monitoring: Medical doctors and healthcare providers
have the possibility of defining possible goals, configure self-assessment interactions,
or customize the types of activities proposed to patients/participants. Moreover,
they can monitor users’ profiles with detailed analytic describing their behaviors and
aggregated trends.

• Privacy and ethics compliance: In EREBOTS, all the sensitive/personal information are
solely under the control of the user, who can make any decisions concerning storage
and sharing of her information. Through the Pryv. platform [12] integrated into
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EREBOTS, users may configure fine-grained access control or even entirely remove
their data if they decide so.

• Multi-campaign implementation and testing: EREBOTS has been employed and
tested in scenarios such as smoking cessation and balance enhancement exercises
(physical rehabilitation) for older adults during social confinement (due to COVID-
19 restrictions).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the state-of-the-art
and elicits the open challenges. Section 3 details the framework, its components, behaviors,
and interfaces. Section 4 describes the test-bed scenario and elaborates on the test results.
Section 5 relates and discusses the developed platform and the open challenges. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. State of the Art

The contributions presented in this work lay at the intersection of different disci-
plines, including Human–Machine Interface (HMI), Quality of Experience (QoE), intelli-
gent personalized systems (i.e., multi-agent systems), and persuasive healthcare/assistive
technologies.

2.1. HMI and Chatbots

Nowadays, the market can count a plethora of applications providing conversational
services. However, only a few of them are able to keep pace with the latest trends. In
particular, platforms such as Telegram, Facebook, and (slowly) WhatsApp have released
APIs to develop chatbots. Initially, such functionalities were mostly used in early prototypes
and niche application domains such as e-commerce and customer care support. Recently,
several chatbot-based services and frameworks emerged, fostering further developments
in the area. Among these, we mention the following:

• Amazon Lex: it supports the development of chatbots providing natural language
understanding and automatic speech recognition [13].

• Dialogflow: it provides a framework aiming at understanding human conversations
relying on Google’s machine learning techniques [14].

• Microsoft Bot Framework: it is a tool-set including APIs for text and speech analy-
sis [15].

• SAP Conversational AI: based on SAP’s technology platform, it enables users to build
and monitor intelligent chatbots, as well as to automate tasks and workflow [16].

• Rasa Open Source: it is a machine learning framework that allows the automation of
text and voice-based chatbot assistants [17].

These frameworks tackle primarily natural language and speech processing, provid-
ing little support to the management of conversation coordination, user profiling, and
user experience. Beyond these commercial solutions, further research has been performed
regarding human–computer interaction approaches that enrich chatbots with social char-
acteristics in order to cope with frustration and dissatisfaction [18]. The human factor in
this type of interaction is not negligible, given the differences in perception [19] and emo-
tional state [20] that can lead to entirely different paradigms for designing a conversational
agent and evaluating it [21]. Moreover, despite the increasingly strict regulations in the
matter of personal data usage [22], the services mentioned above often collide with re-
quired confidentiality and privacy restrictions (especially for health-related programs [23]).
Users interacting with chatbots have little or no control over personal and sensitive data
exchanged or processed within the context of the conversational agent activities.

2.2. Quality of Experience

In the 2000s, QoE focused on bridging the gap between technical quality metrics
(i.e., QoS) and the user’s subjective perception of the service quality [24]. Usually, QoE is
employed to assess a service beyond its technical aspects. When human users are involved,
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the system’s performance is always perceived subjectively due to several factors [25]. For
example, we can name three categories:

(i) human factors such as user personality, expertise, health condition (visual acuity,
auditory capacity, etc.);

(ii) context factors such as the context in which a user is consuming a given service (e.g.,
alone, with friends, on the way to work, etc.); and

(iii) system factors such as a system’s features characterizing the service provided (e.g.,
video resolution, sound quality, response rate, natural language processing qual-
ity, etc.).

QoE enables comprehensive assessment of end user satisfaction. Recent studies map
QoE to multi-agent systems (MASs). In particular, QoE comes handy when modeling
users’ satisfaction, expectations, and the will to maximize their objective with intelligent
agents [26]. Each user can be bounded with a personal agent representing his/her context
and preferences and acts on his/her behalf [27].

2.3. Multi-Agent Systems & Chatbots

Model-wise, chatbots and agents have remarkable overlaps. In the literature, they can
be considered completely matching (in terms of functionalities, knowledge, behaviors, and
user mapping) [4,6] or modeling the chatbot as an interface for a more complex, intelligent,
and possibly distributed system [28,29]. Bentivoglio et al. [30] embody the combination
of chatbot–agent(s) as a stimulus reply state automaton and a goal-driven probabilistic
agent (defined as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process). The user can stimulate
the chatbot in a predefined manner (i.e., via a menu) or via natural language. During
the entire conversation, the agent relates the possible actions to two main goals: (i) an
immediate goal—achievable in a single dialog step, and (ii) a global goal—to be achieved
by the end of the conversation. Moreover, elements of pragmatics can be added in the
dialogue description, thus enhancing the adherence of the chatbot’s behavior to the user
mood and the overall interaction [31].

Solutions exploiting agent-based chatbots can model and, in turn, implement better
responses to environmental stimuli coupled with the human–virtual information flow.
Agent-based chatbots can push the interactions and capabilities far beyond the conventional
(mainly procedural/static) interactions characterizing chatbot employed in a plethora of
application domains (i.e., retail [32], tourism [33], etc.) For example, Żytniewski [34] studied
agent-based chatbots as a bridge between users and IT systems in business processes and
management of the organization knowledge. Alencar and Netto [35] proposed an approach
to improve the cooperation among students and learning institutions. In particular, they
realized an Assistant Tutor agent responsible for the (i) question collection, (ii) activity
monitor, and (iii) student interaction a virtual learning environment (i.e., Moodle). Hettige
and Karunananda [36] proposed Octopus, a multi-agent assistant chatbot using the Sinhala
language and aiming at automatizing a limited amount of tasks such as opening/closing
applications, search in text, and executing generic commands. Finally, Calvaresi et al. [37]
proposed a framework to realize agent-based chatbots for smoking cessation purposes.
While they have outlined a multi-agent design of their solution, they have implemented
single-agent framework and highlighted the envisioned gaps among the two solutions.

2.4. Chatbots in Assistive and eHealth Scenarios

In the context of eHealth and assistive application scenarios, well-known proper-
ties such as anonymity, asynchronicity, personalization, scalability, authentication, and
consumability represent an inherited plus for the applications leveraging on chatbot tech-
nologies [38]. In this context, the most relevant application scenario are chronic illness
attention [39,40], interviews [41,42], counseling [43,44], chronic health conditions monitor-
ing [45,46], medication adherence [47,48], self-care [49], promoting healthy behavior [7],
counseling and social therapy [50], and primary care [40]. According to Pereira and
Diaz [38], in the context of behavioral change, chatbots are employed in a three-dimensional
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space considering illnesses (or health issues), competencies (e.g., cognition, behavior, and
monitoring), and enablers (e.g., anonymity, asynchronicity, and scalability). From their
analysis, the main categories characterizing the illness dimension are organized in Figure 1.
Besides the specific contribution, the solutions elaborated in [38] are generally not usable
in mobile phones, mostly due to browser-plugin requirements or assumption of large-
screen availability. Such a drawback hampers the usability, losing the chatbots’ inherited
advantages (particularly timeliness, pervasiveness, and accessibility).

neurological
disorders insomnia

neurological
disorders

depression
dementia

alzheimer

nutritional-
metabolic

food-allergies

diabetes

obesity

nutritional/metabolic
disorders

mental-physical
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physical-
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mental-
well-being

healthy-
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Addictions

smoking

alcoholism

Others
atrial

fibrilation

aphasia

rare diseases
Sexually trans-
mitted diseases

syphylis

HIV-AIDS

Figure 1. Scheme of illnesses categories that employ chatbots, adapted from the work in [38].

Among the use cases where chatbots have been employed, we can cite smoking
cessation campaigns, where the need for intervention and support, especially via social
networks, has been reported [51–53]. Tweet2Quit [54] is an example of such bots, focus-
ing on daily automated twitter-delivered communications to small and private self-help
groups to encourage discussions on smoking cessation. However, the evidence is not
conclusive and does not yet show the efficacy of this approach. Regarding chronic diseases,
Brixey et al. [55] proposed a Facebook-based chatbot to deliver sexual health information
on HIV/AIDS to young adults. Similarly, deployed on the Telegram platform, Vita et
al. [56] designed a chatbot to improve people’s engagement in living with HIV, assisting
them in booking visits and managing the theory.

Other application scenarios for chatbots include food counseling, as in Fadhil et al. [7],
who present a chatbot fostering a sustainable and healthy lifestyle and preventing weight
gain in adult individuals. Ni et al. [10] focused on primary care patient intake, presenting a
chatbot as a proxy between patients and physicians, collecting their chief complaints in
natural language, then reported to the doctors for further analysis. Concerning dietary and
food counseling, the contributions span from conversational agents for assisting users in
the kitchen (exploiting Watson to orchestrate conversation) [57] to chatbots assisting young
adults with food allergies to find information about restaurants, share concerns, and ask
for further information via existing messaging apps (i.e., Messenger) [58]. Ghandeharioun
et al. [59] proposed a chatbot sampling “emotions” and responding with appropriated
empathy. The authors tried to grasp the meaning of emotional intelligence in the context
of a chatbot, touching both objective and emotional topics and investigating the chatbot’s
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influence on the users’ behavior. Finally, in [60] a serious game was presented, involving
medical students with the objective of training them in patient-centered medical interviews,
exploiting agent-based chatbots.

2.5. Opportunities and Open Challenges

Elaborating on the evidence highlighted by the existing studies, chatbots operating in
assistive/healthcare scenarios have great potential to (i) disseminate health information
and coaching instructions and suggestions, (ii) profile users to provide personalized in-
formation and advice, (iii) motivate and induce positive behavioral change, (iv) support
persuasive strategies for adherence and self-efficacy. Nevertheless, the following open
challenges/issues need to be addressed:

C1 Social A2A (Agent-to-Agent): While chatbots have been mainly employed in social
campaigns, the social capabilities among the bots (i.e., to relate/extend/complete
information) have yet to be fully exploited.

C2 Run-time healthcare supervision: Mental and physical wellness and nutritional and
metabolic disorders are areas that can vastly benefit from employing chatbots to attain
behavior change. Nevertheless, physicians consider unsafe to release unsupervised
autonomous chatbots operating in safety-critical scenarios [61].

C3 Evolving models and behaviors: Chatbots can model the users quite comprehensively.
However, the sociological dynamics and implications can quickly change, and cur-
rent solutions cannot model nor properly embed evolving behaviors in the complex
dynamics of current frameworks.

C4 Multi-stakeholder personalization: Chatbots are pervading increasingly complex
healthcare applications. However, current solutions do not provide sufficient personal-
ization for the diverse stakeholders’ roles (i.e., caregivers, physicians, or relatives [37]).

C5 Users’ QoE: The user is central in chatbot applications. Nevertheless, mechanisms to
periodically collect, elaborate, and understand users’ feedback on their experience are
missing [62].

C6 Dynamic update mechanisms: The repetitiveness of the solutions and/or functional-
ities suggested by the chatbots (usually due to static state machines and the lack of
run-time updating mechanisms) can cause users to relapse and abandon the applica-
tion.

C7 Semantics and Terminology: Often, the messages sent by the chatbot are predefined.
However, due to the diversity of the stakeholders in healthcare scenarios, the ter-
minology and related sentence formulation should be formulated dynamically (i.e.,
standardization vs. explanation).

C8 Delegation: Chatbots can replace humans in dealing with automated and repetitive
tasks. However, the criteria for delegating a task (computation- and interaction-wise)
to a chatbot need to be defined [63].

C9 Privacy compliance: While the chatbots’ interactions are mostly visible to the user,
what occurs in the back-end is usually not as clear/transparent. In the best-case
scenario, data management and visibility are described in human-made informative
documentation, where the actual match with the system dynamics cannot be verified.

Tackling such challenges is crucial for a society experiencing a remarkable increase
in awareness about people’s health. Indeed, healthcare and eHealth systems are facing
the strain of a significant demand for user (patient) empowerment—implying the need for
new logics, architectures, dynamics, and interfaces [4,37,64]. Employing MAS models and
techniques to realize chatbot is promising, yet, in an early stage (see the open challenges).
Above all, integrating the capabilities of conversational agents within the MAS dynamics
has not been fully exploited.

3. The EREBOTS Framework

The design of EREBOTS serves as a base to overcome the challenges mentioned above.
Figure 2 schematizes the underlying architecture of EREBOTS, and Figure 3 depicts the
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main components per container and their interactions.

Frontend - MAS (user ag) Backend - MAS (doctor ag)DatabasesCommunication Server

Figure 2. EREBOTS architecture and interactions containerized via Docker.

Telegram flow Users/Doctors flow Erebots flow

Gateway 
Agent

Patient Agent(s)

Doctor Agent

Web interface

Behaviors
Therapy 
model

Patient settingsPatient profile Behaviors

Databases

Convert & forward

Figure 3. Main components, data stream, and agents’ interactions of the EREBOTS architecture.

The framework comprises four main components: Database(s), Communication
Server, MAS back-end for the doctor agents, and MAS for the user agents and front-
end. Each of these components is deployed on a dedicated container and managed through
Docker Compose.

• The Database component encloses two different databases: (i) MongoDB, used as
centralized storage only for non-personal data. In particular, it stores the user’s
messenger service chat ID (e.g., Telegram) and the user-specific endpoint token for the
personal data store. (ii) Pryv (Available online: https://www.pryv.com/ (accessed on
5 March 2021)), which is a platform enabling privacy regulation-compliant, stream-
based personal data collection, and privacy management. Once a user has registered
an account, the user can provide consent to external applications, which then can
access and store specified data. EREBOTS uses an instance of Pryv to persist the
user’s chat history and all personal data (e.g., age, name, and scenario-specific data).
Employing Pryv, users gain exclusive control of their data, thus being able to revoke
the consent at any point, disabling EREBOT access to it, and, if necessary, fully
removing any stored piece of information.

• The Communication server acts as message space for the inter-agent communication
within the MAS. It uses a Prosody (Available online: https://prosody.im/ (accessed
on 5 March 2021)) XMPP server instance where each agent embodies a registered user.
An agent can broadcast messages to all agents (in the form of a multi-user chat) or
directly message a specific agent (in the form of peer-to-peer sessions).

• The Back-end relies on the SPADE framework [65] to instantiate and interconnect
virtual agents. In particular, it endows the doctor agent, which serves the campaign-

https://www.pryv.com/
https://prosody.im/
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related functionalities and bridges them with the underlying system’s dynamics.
Moreover, the doctor agent exposes a web application allowing the medical personnel
in charge of the campaign to manage storylines (general or personalized therapies)
and overview user treatments adherence/results.

• The Front-end component is in charge of managing the users’ connections and their
messages from the chat platform(s). Although extensible to other messaging systems,
the framework currently supports the following communication interfaces. (i) Tele-
gram (Available online: https://telegram.org/ (accessed on 5 March 2021)): a widely
used free messaging application for mobile phones released in 2013, offering desktop
applications for PC, Mac, and Linux. Since 2015, Telegram has enabled the develop-
ment of chatbots with a dedicated bot API. (ii) HemerApp: a dedicated front-end
based on Flutter (Available online: https://flutter.dev/ (accessed on 5 March 2021)), a
framework for native multi-platform development. Therefore, the HemerApp can be
used on iOS, Android, or web.
While HemerApp allows a direct connection with the MAS (i.e., SPADES), all mes-
sages using Telegram have to pass through dedicated Telegram APIs. This requires the
realization of a gateway agent. Moreover, such an agent handles the initial user com-
munication (i.e., registration and user agent creation) for both interfaces. As of today,
the two interfaces can coexist, although only one is allowed within a given campaign.

The user data model can be considered hybrid (i.e., storing information coming from
Telegram and HemerApp in MongoDB and Pryv contextually).

If Telegram is the front-end, the user data persisted in MongoDB are Telegram ID, first
and last names, interaction language, last user’s interaction, Pryv endpoint—to read from
and write to events in the user’s Pryv data streams, and a boolean variable related to user
registration; those stored in Pryv are age, sex, and any other data relevant for the given
campaign (see Listing 1). The messages exchanged between EREBOTS and the user are
stored on the Telegram platform.

1 class User(BasicUser):
2 """Actual model class for user data stored in mongo_db"""
3

4 telegram_id = StringField()
5 first_name = StringField(required=True)
6 last_name = StringField()
7 language = StringField(choices=Language.values())
8 last_interaction = DateTimeField()
9 pryv_endpoint = StringField()

10 registration_completed = BooleanField(default=False)
11

12 class PryvStoredData(ValuesMixin):
13 """Enum class with all permissions requested to the user"""
14

15 AGE = ("age", "Age Range", AccessLevel.MANAGE)
16 SEX = ("sex", "Sex", AccessLevel.MANAGE)
17 FAVOURITE_SPORT_DAYS = ("favourite_sport_days", "Favourite Sport Days", AccessLevel.MANAGE)
18 GOALS = ("goals", "Goal IDs", AccessLevel.MANAGE)
19 CURRENT_QUESTION = ("current_question", "Current Question ID", AccessLevel.MANAGE)
20 CURRENT_QUESTION_ANSWER = ("current_question_answer", "Current Question Answer", AccessLevel.MANAGE)
21 SPORT_SESSIONS = ("sport_sessions", "Sport Session", AccessLevel.MANAGE)

Listing 1. User Model: Telegram front-end.

If HemerApp is the selected front-end, the data model (see Listing 2) differs from the
model shown in Listing 1 as follows: only the user’s chat id, the Pryv endpoint, and the
boolean flag related to registration are stored in the local MongoDB instance. All other
user-related personal data—including all the exchanged messages—are persisted in the
form of a Pryv data stream and are thus under the sole user’s control.

https://telegram.org/
https://flutter.dev/
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1 class User(BasicUser):
2 """Actual model class for user data stored in mongo_db"""
3

4 telegram_id = StringField()
5 custom_chat_id = StringField()
6 pryv_endpoint = StringField()
7 registration_completed = BooleanField(default=False)
8

9 class PryvStoredData(ValuesMixin):
10 """Enum class with all permissions requested to the user"""
11

12 FIRST_NAME = ("covid19_first_name", "[Covid19Project] First Name", AccessLevel.MANAGE)
13 LANGUAGE = ("covid19_language", "[Covid19Project] Language", AccessLevel.MANAGE)
14 AGE = ("covid19_age", "[Covid19Project] Age Range", AccessLevel.MANAGE)
15 SEX = ("covid19_sex", "[Covid19Project] Sex", AccessLevel.MANAGE)
16 FAVOURITE_SPORT_DAYS = ("covid19_favourite_sport_days", "[Covid19Project] Favourite Sport Days",

AccessLevel.MANAGE)↪→
17 GOALS = ("covid19_goals", "[Covid19Project] Goal IDs", AccessLevel.MANAGE)
18 CURRENT_QUESTION = ("covid19_current_question", "[Covid19Project] Current Question ID",

AccessLevel.MANAGE)↪→
19 CURRENT_QUESTION_ANSWER = (
20 "covid19_current_question_answer", "[Covid19Project] Current Question Answer", AccessLevel.MANAGE
21 )
22 SPORT_SESSIONS = ("covid19_sport_sessions", "[Covid19Project] Sport Session", AccessLevel.MANAGE)
23 CHAT_MESSAGES = ("covid19_chat_messages", "[Covid19Project] Exchanged Chat Messages",

AccessLevel.MANAGE)↪→

Listing 2. User Model: HemerApp front-end.

Listing 3 shows a snippet of the implementation of the user object. In particular, (i)
the pryv_endpoint (persisted in the local MongoDB instance) is implemented as shown in
lines 31–38; (ii) the age is stored as a data stream in Pryv and implemented as shown in
lines 22–29.

1 class MongoDBAndPryvUser(AbstractUser, MongoDBUserMixin, MongoDBObjectWithIDMixin):
2 """Actual implementation of AbstractUser for MongoDB and Pryv hybrid"""
3

4 def _access_pryv_last_value_of(self, stream_id: str) -> Optional[str]:
5 """Utility method to access the last value of a Pryv stream"""
6 user_endpoint_with_token = self._user_mongodb_obj.pryv_endpoint
7 if user_endpoint_with_token:
8 stream_events = self._pryv_api.get_events(user_endpoint_with_token, streams=[stream_id],

limit=1)↪→
9 return stream_events[0].content if stream_events else None

10 else:
11 return None
12

13 def _set_pryv_new_value_for(self, stream_id: str, new_value: str):
14 """Utility method to set a new event in a Pryv stream"""
15 user_endpoint_with_token = self._user_mongodb_obj.pryv_endpoint
16 if user_endpoint_with_token:
17 self._pryv_api.create_event(user_endpoint_with_token, [stream_id], new_value)
18 else:
19 logger.warning(f"Not setting value {new_value} for {stream_id},"
20 f" because the user has not a Pryv endpoint set.")
21

22 @property
23 def age(self) -> Optional[AgeField]:
24 age = self._access_pryv_last_value_of(PryvStoredData.AGE.value[0])
25 return AgeField(age) if age else None
26

27 @age.setter
28 def age(self, new_value: AgeField):
29 self._set_pryv_new_value_for(PryvStoredData.AGE.value[0], new_value.value)
30

31 @property
32 def pryv_endpoint(self) -> Optional[str]:
33 return self._user_mongodb_obj.pryv_endpoint
34

35 @pryv_endpoint.setter
36 def pryv_endpoint(self, new_value: str):
37 self._user_mongodb_obj.pryv_endpoint = new_value
38 self._user_mongodb_obj.save()

Listing 3. Snippet of the user object implementation.

Lines 4–11 show how to read the Pryv properties. Specifically, it is a parameterized
HTTP GET request sent to the Pryv endpoint. The additional parameters include the ID
of the stream (in this case covid19_age, see Listing 2) and the desired response limit (i.e.,
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how many stream elements are returned). Writing the stream is actualized as an HTTP
POST request. The ID of the stream is required, as well as the new value to be added to the
stream (Lines 13–20).

Listing 4 shows an extract of the log generated by a communication occurring via the
Telegram front-end and directed to the gateway agent. The process starts by receiving the
first message from a given Telegram username, i.e., “John” (Line 1). It triggers the gateway
agent to search for the user in its cache (Line 2). In this extract, the research is unsuccessful.
Thus, the Gateway Agent contacts the Doctor Agent, who queries the local MongoDB
instance. (Line 3). Such a mechanism is necessary due to the availability of multiple user
interfaces (i.e., Telegram and HemerApp), research still unsuccessful. Thus, the Doctor
Agent creates a new MongoDB object for John (Line 4). In turn, the Gateway Agent creates
the associated User Agent, and the underlying MAS framework (i.e., SPADE) registers a
new user in the XMPP server and links it to the user agent (Lines 5–7). Once the creation
concludes successfully, the message triggering the registration is forwarded to the proper
User Agent (Lines 8–9), which continues the user’s profiling as instructed (Lines 10–13).

1 {"log":"INFO:common.telegram.bot: received_known_command: `/start` from `John` with ID `1725`\n"}
2 {"log":"INFO:common.agent.agents.abstract_gateway_agent:[covidphysio_telegram_gateway_agent] I haven't

cached information about John Doe \n"}↪→
3 {"log":"INFO:common.agent.agents.abstract_gateway_agent:[covidphysio_telegram_gateway_agent] Asking

covidphysio_doctor_agent@prosody.localhost for information...\n"}↪→
4 {"log":"INFO:common.agent.agents.abstract_gateway_agent:[covidphysio_telegram_gateway_agent] Received

data for John Doe: {\"_id\": {\"$oid\": \"5fcdea5ab08efe960ba18f28\"}, \"first_name\": \"John\",
\"last_name\": \"Doe\", \"language\": \"LANGUAGE_ENGLISH\", \"last_interaction\": {\"$date\":
-62135596800000}, \"registration_completed\": false}\n"}

↪→
↪→
↪→

5 {"log":"INFO:covidphysio.common.agent.agents.abstract_covidphysio_gateway_agent:
[covidphysio_telegram_gateway_agent] Creating the UserAgent with jid
john-5fcdea5ab08efe960ba18f28@prosody.localhost\n"}

↪→
↪→

6 {"log":"INFO:spade.Agent:Agent john-5fcdea5ab08efe960ba18f28@prosody.localhost connected and
authenticated.\n"}↪→

7 {"log":"INFO:covidphysio.common.agent.agents.user.agent:[john-5fcdea5ab08efe960ba18f28] UserAgent
started.\n"}↪→

8 {"log":"INFO:covidphysio.common.agent.agents.abstract_covidphysio_gateway_agent:
[covidphysio_telegram_gateway_agent] Forwarding the messaging platform message to UserAgent
john-5fcdea5ab08efe960ba18f28@prosody.localhost.\n"}

↪→
↪→

9 {"log":"INFO:common.agent.agents.abstract_gateway_agent:[covidphysio_telegram_gateway_agent] Response
received.\n"}↪→

10 {"log":"INFO:common.agent.agents.my_abstract_agent:[covidphysio_telegram_gateway_agent] Agent
john-5fcdea5ab08efe960ba18f28@prosody.localhost asked for subscription. Let's approve it.\n"}↪→

11 {"log":"INFO:covidphysio.telegram.agent.strategies.chat_platform.telegram_handling_strategies: Bound user
ID `5fcdea5ab08efe960ba18f28` to Telegram ID `111111111`\n"}↪→

12 {"log":"INFO:common.agent.agents.abstract_user_agent: Updated user last interaction, with the system, to:
2020-12-07 09:39:55.310185\n"}↪→

13 {"log":"INFO:common.agent.behaviour.abstract_user_agent_behaviours:[john-5fcdea5ab08efe960ba18f28] Will
handle `/start` from `telegram` with ID `1725`\n"}↪→

Listing 4. Initial user-to-EREBOTS communication.

Figure 4a shows the results of the user registration process into MongoDB. Note
that those profiles who did not complete the registration do not have generated the Pryv
endpoint. Figure 4b shows the streams persisted in Pryv as results of the user registration
performed with HemerApp.

Listing 5 shows the method used by the Gateway Agent to forward the received
messages to the respective user agent(s). The Gateway Agent is the connecting point
between HemerApp/Telegram and the MAS. Thus, the message needs to (i) be converted
into a Spade-conform format (i.e., a flattened and stringified dictionary representing the
object—Line 4), and then (ii) a new MAS message object instance is created (Lines 6–11)
and sent to the respective user agent by the Spade framework in the form of an XMPP
message (Line 12).
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1 def forward_chat_message(message: Union[types.Message, types.CallbackQuery], to_agent: Agent):
2 """Forwards received commands to provided Agent"""
3

4 preprocessed_telegram_message = preprocess_and_label_telegram_message(message)
5

6 mas_message = Message(
7 to=str(to_agent.jid),
8 sender=TELEGRAM_SENDER_NAME,
9 body=demojize(message.text) if isinstance(message, types.Message) else message.data,

10 metadata=preprocessed_telegram_message.strings_dictionary
11 )
12 to_agent.dispatch(mas_message)

Listing 5. Gateway Agent: Forward message to user agent.

Figure 4. User objects in MongoDB (a) and User object in Pryv (b).

Representative for all insertion states, Listing 6 shows how the user agent handles the
case of a missing language selection. For Telegram users, the interaction language is set
according to the one specified in the app. If such a language is not supported by EREBOTS
(i.e., English, French, Italian, and German), English is set as the default interaction language.
For HemerApp users, a custom menu composed of four buttons (one per language) is
directly presented to the user before any other action possible action. When executing the
static method (lines 11–24), a message is sent to the user via the respective chat platform
(Telegram or HemerApp). The message consists of a localized text (English by default due
to lack of language selection) and a custom keyboard displaying the available language
options to the user. These options are stored in an enumerator and defined on line 4. If
the user now makes a valid selection using the custom keyboard, a message is sent to the
selected front-end and traverses through the gateway to the user agent. The user agent
then executes the function on_legal_value (lines 6). The selected language is extracted from
the message and persisted in the user object (Lines 7–8) before a transition to the next state
is performed (Line 9).
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1 class LanguageInsertionState(AbstractDataInsertionState):
2 """A FSM State to handle user Language insertion"""
3

4 KEYBOARD_OPTIONS_NOT_LOCALIZED = [...] # i.e., "English", "French", "Italian", and "German"
5 ...
6 async def on_legal_value(self, user: AbstractUser, legal_value: str, sender_id: str):
7 uglyfier_dictionary = inverse_dictionary(Language.values_prettifier_dictionary())
8 user.language = Language(uglyfier_dictionary[legal_value])
9 await self.proceed_to_next_state(user, sender_id)

10

11 @staticmethod
12 async def ask_for_language(current_state: AbstractCovid19ReceiveMessageState, recipient_id: str,
13 current_language: Optional[Language]) -> ChatMessage:
14 """Utility method to ask for Language"""
15

16 current_state.set_next_state(LanguageInsertionState)
17 return await messaging_platform.send_message_after_sleep(
18 recipient_id,
19 localize(LANGUAGE_QUESTION_TEXT_NOT_LOCALIZED, current_language),
20 custom_keyboard_obj=custom_keyboard_obj,
21 current_state.messaging_platform_handling_strategies.create_menu_keyboard_from(
22 localize_list(LanguageInsertionState.KEYBOARD_OPTIONS_NOT_LOCALIZED, current_language)
23 )
24 )

Listing 6. User Registration: LanguageInsertionState.

As a best practice, each agent has at least one cyclic behavior used to parse incoming
messages and react accordingly (see Listing 7).

1 class AbstractWaitForMessageState(State, ABC):
2 """This is the main state in which we wait for the next message arrival"""
3

4 async def run(self):
5 msg = await self.receive(timeout=sys.maxsize)
6 if msg:
7 try:
8 await self.on_message_received(msg)
9 except:

10 log_exception(self.agent)
11

12 if self.should_set_next_state:
13 super().set_next_state(self.STATE_NAME)
14 else:
15 self.should_set_next_state = True
16

17 @abstractmethod
18 async def on_message_received(self, mas_message: Message):
19 """Template method called upon MAS message receiving, to handle it"""
20 pass

Listing 7. User Agent: Receive multi-agent system (MAS) message behavior.

3.1. Scenario, Functionalities, Dynamics, and Behaviors

This section describes EREBOTS’s main functionalities, dynamics, and workflow. The
developed platform has been tested and/or prototyped in the following scenarios:

SC1 Preventive physical conditioning: it profiles the user according to a basic motor-
balance assessment and his/her preferences and provides tailored exercises according
to the user experience/profile both reactively and proactively.

SC2 Smoking cessations: it consists of a 2-phase campaign. In phase 1, the bot determines
the severity of the addiction (i.e., daily consumption, nicotine dependency) while
recording the user’s smoking habits. In phase 2, the bot assists the user during
the craving episodes providing personalized mood boosters, health tips, behavioral
tracking, feedback/reporting support, and adherence/efficacy evaluation.

SC3 Brest cancer survivors: The bot provides informational content and advice according
to the type of cancer, demographics, stage, physical condition, etc. The bot may coun-
sel exercise sets targeting regaining/maintaining muscular strength and minimum
physical activity levels.
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3.1.1. Scenario SC1

In this section, we provide a more in-depth description of the functionalities, behavior,
and tests related to scenario SC1, as it was developed in much more detail than the others.
In particular, SC1 has been deployed in the context of the COVID-19 sanitary restrictions in
Switzerland. Through its different stages, the lockdown involved social isolation, which,
in many cases, consisted of strict confinement. This situation implied restrictions to
mobility and augmentation of sedentary habits, which may lead to a degeneration of motor
functions (e.g., balance and strength) [66]. To counter this problem, we have collaborated
with healthcare specialists in physiotherapy and rehabilitation at the Institute of Health at
HES-SO Valais-Wallis to realize a chatbot assisting the user with personalized exercises.
The physical therapy experts identified specific aspects to improve during the coaching
program, such as balance or strength. For instance, regarding balance, they devised into
11 categories with 4 level of difficulties each. In the first stage, the user had to undertake
a self-assessment consisting of a series of questions (see Table 1) whose outcome would
define the difficulty level of the exercises to be proposed. On a scale from 1 to 5, where the
latter is defined as impossible, the user is associated with a given class depending on this
assessment. This categorization can be created and customized by the physical therapists
through a web interface dedicated to the configuration of story lines for a given scenario.

Table 1. Set of questions for user balance self-evaluation.

# Question

1 How difficult is it for you to keep your balance when you stand in a quiet environment?
2 How difficult is it for you to keep your balance when you walk around in the apartment?
3 How difficult is it for you to keep your balance when you climb up a stair?
4 How difficult is it for you to keep your balance when you reach for an object that is on the table far in front of you?
5 How difficult is it for you to keep your balance when you pick something up off the ground?
6 How difficult is it for you to keep your balance when you stand on tiptoe to get a cup from the cupboard?
7 How difficult is it for you to keep your balance when you are being pushed by your pet or by someone or when you stumble over something?
8 How difficult is it for you to keep your balance when you carry a package to the apartment?
9 How difficult is it for you to keep your balance when you step down a stair?
10 How difficult is it for you to keep your balance when you walk and look back?
11 How difficult is it for you to keep your balance when you walk across the wet bathroom floor?

3.1.2. Functionalities

Once the story line is created, the system offers the following user functionalities (UF)
and doctor functionalities (DF):

DF1: Create, modify, and delete objectives, exercises, and relationships among them.
DF2: Visualize a single user and her aggregated information.
UF1: Register a new profile.
UF2: Manage his/her profile and settings (i.e., language (As of today, SC1 supports English,

Italian, French, and German), user goals, and ability re-evaluation).
UF3: Ask for exercises (matching the user’s level).
UF4: Visualize personal statistics and performance.
UF5: Get detailed information about the system functionalities and data usage, visibility,

and storage.

Thanks to DF1, the physical therapist and/or healthcare personnel can define and
customize several aspects of the campaign at run-time via the dedicated web application.
In particular, the system allows the following.

(i) Define the user goals, such as the desired level of balance to be attained.
(ii) Define the self-assessment questions, i.e., the set of questions to be asked to the user

to determine her current situation with respect to the desired goals.
(iii) Associate the questions to a specific difficulty level.
(iv) Relate the questions to each other, defining the overall physical activity plan.
(v) Define the exercises to be suggested, including their instructions, and related multi-

media (see Figure 5).
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(vi) Assign the exercises to each difficulty level.

Figure 5. Schedule of the exercise sequence and upload of the related multimedia file.

Concerning DF2, the physiotherapists and healthcare personnel are able to have a
complete overview of the campaign and the general progress of the participants. More
specifically, they have access to statistics, population composition in terms of gender, age
group, language, physical advancement, etc. Figure 6 shows the dashboard visualizing
synthetic data of a campaign managed by EREBOTS.

Figure 6. EREBOTS dashboard for healthcare personnel displaying the campaign in multidimensional graphs.

Concerning UF1, at the first access, the user is required to register a profile on Pryv.io
and grant access to the specified information (see Figure 7). In this way, the user has control
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over which information is shared with the EREBOTS framework in a fine-grained manner.
Concluded the registration, the system generates a unique token that is used to associate
the user to his/her personalized virtual agent. Figure 8 shows an interaction diagram
characterizing the login process (from either Telegram or HemerApp).

When a user sends a message to the chatbot for the first time (regardless of the
interface), the login process is triggered. The login process is roughly divided into three
steps. First, the user is informed that all sensitive data is stored on Pryv, and therefore a
Pryv account is mandatory. If the user agrees to these terms, the DoctorAgent requests a
unique authentication URL from the Pryv.io backend and forwards this to the user.

(a) (b)
Figure 7. Interfaces for registration, login, and granting access to personal information. (a) Pryv
interface to login and register. (b) Description of the privacy grant for Pryv access.

In a second step, the user logs in via the URL using their Pryv credentials (see
Figure 7a), at which point a consent window is displayed that lists which permissions and
data the chatbot would like to read and write (see Figure 7b). Once the user has accepted
the consent form and notifies the chatbot, the DoctorAgent performs the final step to obtain
the user’s authentication code by polling the Pryv.io back-end.

To allow basic user personalization, the chatbot asks the user for additional personal
information such as language, name, age, sex, favorite days for sport, and physical goals
(see Figure 9a–c). The initial procedure concludes with user self-assessment of his/her
basic physical abilities (see Figure 10a) functional to the purpose of the given campaign (see
Table 1). In turn, the user can freely interact with the chatbot and explore the functionalities
of HemerApp (see Figure 10b).
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Figure 8. Front-end login interaction diagram via Telegram or HemerApp, and data flow between User, ChatApp, doctor-
agent, and Pryv.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 9. Demographics, preferences, and goals selection for user profiling in HemerApp. (a) Language and age selection.
(b) Physical activity day preferences. (c) Goal(s) selection.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 10. Self-assessment and tailored exercise request in HemerApp. (a) Self-assessment of physio-motor conditions.
(b) Main menu after profile setting and self-assessment. (c) Request for exercises tailored to the user level.

The user can tap on the “update profile” button, receive the summary of his/her
profile, and update it at any time, fulfilling UF2. Regarding UF3, the user can request at
any time a set of exercises tailored for his/her level. The bot proposes one or more sets
to the user who can decide whether to change it, start, or go back (Figure 10c). When the
user starts, a popup is triggered displaying the instructions and multimedia that describe
how to do the exercise and the commands to start, pause, restart, complete, and abort
the exercise (Figure 11a). Once each exercise is completed, the chatbot asks for a self-
evaluation (Figure 11b). At the completion of each exercises session, the chatbot provides
a summary with exercise, the time elapsed, and difficulty feedback. To better tailor the
exercise distribution and understand the user acceptance, the bot asks to rate the session
(Figure 11c).

As for UF4, the user can visualize the overall use of the application in terms of
user/chatbot/total messages exchanged, completed/interrupted/total training sessions,
and training time (Figure 12a). Moreover, to track the evolution of the user, the system
proposes an interactive graph (i.e., taping on each point provides further details) concerning
the training trend with respect to the difficulty level (Figure 12b). In addition, and following
UF5, the app provides a view of the information about the changelog of the application
interface. Finally, Figure 12c shows a dynamically generated data privacy statement. As
opposed to other systems where this statement is static (usually written by the developers),
a dedicated behavior inspects all the system’s functionalities/behaviors handling data
and provides a report that is displayed to the user. In such a way, fostering transparency,
human mistakes or information omission can be avoided.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 11. Exercise execution, evaluation, and overall set appreciation in HemerApp. (a) Dedicated interface to control the
exercises’ execution. (b) Rating the difficulty of the exercise just concluded. (c) Summary of the exercises and feedback for
the overall experience.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 12. User’s usage statistic, training’s difficulty trend, and data privacy statement. (a) Usage statistics. (b) User level
information. (c) Dynamic data privacy statement.
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The behavior of the User Agent for the COVID-19 physical balance preservation can
be schematized as shown in Figure 13.

MessagingPlatformReceiveMessageState

entry/checkUserCompletedRegistration
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waitTimeout

LanguageInsertionState

entry/askForLanguage
do/waitForLanguage
exit/updateRegistrationStatus

waitTimeout || !validAnswer

NameInsertionState
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waitTimeout

!registrationCompleted && validAnswer

!registrationCompleted

UpdatePersonalDataState
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do/waitForWhatToUpdate

updateProfileCommand
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entry/proposeExercise
entry/askIfWantToStart
do/waitForStartCommand
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GoalsInsertionState

entry/askForGoals
do/waitForGoals
exit/updateRegistrationStatus

FavouriteSportDaysInsertionState

entry/askForFavouriteSportDays
do/waitForFavouriteSportDays
exit/updateRegistrationStatus

UserEvaluationState
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AbortSessionState

entry/askIfSureToAbort
do/waitForConfirmation

AskForDifficultyRatingState
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waitTimeout || !validAnswer
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Figure 13. Schematic representation of the UserAgent behavior.

The overall message exchange characterizing the dynamics presented above is schema-
tized in Figure 14. Notice that before any interaction, the ChatApp opens a connection
to EREBOTS through the GatewayAgent. The GatewayAgent has two main roles: First,
it acts as a gateway for messages sent via the two interfaces (Telegram or HemerApp) to
the chatbot, and if the HemerApp interface is used, it stores the open chat connections.
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Second, it manages the creation of UserAgents in case a new user contacts the bot. The
DoctorAgent may send any message events depending on the current behavior status of
the user. The ChatApp is ready to receive any input from the user, which may be redirected
to the UserAgent for further processing. All chat messages are stored in the personal data
store in Pryv.

Figure 14. Messaging process interaction diagram.

4. Experimentation

To test EREBOTS and HemerApp, we involved 13 participants, hereafter referred to
as ux with x ranging from 1 to 13 for a total duration of 12 days in August 2020. Such a
population is characterized by 7 women and 6 men, living in Switzerland (6), Italy (4),
and France (3), whose selected in interaction language is English (3), French (3), Italian
(4), and German (3). Moreover, testers are composed of individuals from 18 to 65+ years
old equally distributed among six classes and recorded a difficulty entry level as shown in
Table 2.

Figure 15 shows the overall number of messages exchanged per user cluster. Among
them, the users in two classes ((45− to− 54) and (55− to− 65)) have shown a remarkably
higher level of engagement, shown by both the total number of messages and the exercise
sessions recorded.
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Table 2. Difficulty entry level per individual.

Individual Difficulty Entry-Level Description

U1 7 Difficult to keep balance being pushed.
U2 4 Difficult to reach objects far on a table.
U3 5 Difficult to pick something from the ground.
U4 8 Difficult to keep the balance while carrying a medium/big package.
U5 8 Difficult to keep the balance while carrying a medium/big package.
U6 5 Difficult to pick something from the ground.
U7 9 Difficult to keep balance stepping downstairs.
U8 2 Difficult to constantly keep balance when walking.
U9 7 Difficult to keep balance being pushed.
U10 3 Difficult to keep balance when climbing stairs.
U11 4 Difficult to reach objects far on a table.
U12 10 Difficult to keep balance when walking while looking back.
U13 10 Difficult to keep balance when walking while looking back.
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Figure 15. Average number of messages sent per participant within the age groups.

Figure 16 shows the overall number of messages per participant with a total mean
of 87.76 of messages sent. From the figure, we see that u2 sent the maximum number of
messages (315 messages), whereas u9 sent the minimum number of messages (14).

The number of messages sent is strongly related to the number of exercise sessions.
Figure 17 illustrates the overall number of exercising sessions per participant. From both
Figures 16 and 17, we remark the positive correlation between the number of messages
and the number of exercise sessions per participant. This correlation is function of the
number of exercises present in each session, which involves diverse numbers of user–
chatbot interactions. Indeed, although u8 has fewer total messages than u4, he/she has
initialized more exercising sessions. This nonlinear correlation is due to the users’ answers
to the chatbot questions, which change the amount of information required by the bot. It is
worth highlighting that user u9 has not started any exercise session.

Figure 18 shows the number of completed exercises per participant. From the figure,
we notice that user u4 (who has the maximum number of messages exchanged) has com-
pleted the most number of exercises (64). On the other hand, as the number of exercises
varies per exercising session, u8, which initialized the maximum of the exercising session,
completed fewer exercises than u4. This reasoning applies as well to users u10−13.
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Figure 16. Number of messages per participant.
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Figure 17. Number exercising sessions per participant.
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Figure 18. Number of completed exercises per participant.

Figure 19 shows the number of aborted exercises per participant. Overall, during the
entire testing period, only (9) exercises have been aborted, which is less than the 5% of the
total exercises initiated.
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Figure 19. Number of aborted exercises per participant.
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After the initial self-assessment (which can be re-executed at any time), the difficulty
of the upcoming exercises proposed to the user is based on his/her previous evaluation-
s/feedback. On one hand, Figure 20 reports the advancements in terms of difficulty levels
per participant. On the other hand, Figure 21 shows the regressions (only a total of 5 among
13 users). Such a situation suggests two possible reading keys: most of the users have
initially underestimated their actual level, and/or the difficulty gap among the level is
well tuned and allows an effective gradual progression. However, the latter can be just
a personal interpretation. Indeed, comparing Figures 18 and 20, it is possible to notice
that user u10 advanced more difficulty levels than u4 (who completed the most exercises).
Such behavior is inducted by the personalized nature of the run-time exercises assignment,
which, in this first version, is mainly coupled with the user difficulty perception. Such
a feedback mechanism induces the system to quickly converge to a more appropriate
difficulty level according to the user judgment.
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Figure 20. Number of advancements in terms of difficulty levels per participant.
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Figure 21. Number of regressions in terms of difficulty levels per participant.

Concerning the user satisfaction, the summary of all the evaluations provided by the
users about each set of exercises is shown in Figure 22. Overall, it is possible to assert a
majority of positive feedback (92) followed by indifferent (56), and only (17) negative.
The negative/indifferent feedback have been used by the medical personnel supervising
the test to understand better the user–exercise coupling and advance in the formulation of
a personalized user model.
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Figure 22. Users’ feedback on exercises sets.

In terms of system performance, the messages’ response time (time elapsed from the
moment a user has sent a message to the moment he/she receives a reply) recorded during
the testing is shown in Figure 23. Overall, the mean is centered on 2 s, which defines
an optimal trade-off in terms of human usability. Nevertheless, a few outliers have been
recorded. Such specific situations have been generated by the users who carried out the
testing over Telegram and triggered a security time-out imposed by the platform to prevent
flooding risks (In Telegram, any third-party can use the chatbot APIs. Therefore, to limit
the chatbot traffic, Telegram has applied limits for the interleaving of messages containing
multimedia files or being heavier than a given limit; Available online: https://github.com/
python-telegram-bot/python-telegram-bot/wiki/Avoiding-flood-limits (accessed on 5
March 2021). In HemerApp, such limitations are not necessary since the chatbot’s behavior
is ruled by in-house developed agents.

Figure 24 provides a comprehensive overview of the users’ behaviors during the
testing phase. In particular, it is possible to see the time (hour/day) of any exchanged
message per user and the related sum during the day and day out of the entire period. We
can notice that most of the interactions have crowded between 7:00–10:00 and between
12:00–14:30. In terms of involvements over the days, most of the interactions occurred in
the fourth day, followed by a gradual relapse to then increase again.

https://github.com/python-telegram-bot/python-telegram-bot/wiki/Avoiding-flood-limits
https://github.com/python-telegram-bot/python-telegram-bot/wiki/Avoiding-flood-limits
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Figure 23. Messages response time over testing period.
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Figure 24. Overall users interaction with EREBOTS over the testing period.
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5. Discussion

The design and implementation principles of EREBOTS and its mobile interface
HemerApp have been inspired by the features and challenges described previously in
Section 2.5. Next, we discuss how the framework and results address these challenges and
to what extent.

First, regarding the ability to implement social interactions among agents C1 (Social
A2A), it is worth recalling that each human user is embodied by a virtual agent. This
has made it possible for agents to engage in back-end interactions (A2A), which may
include sharing knowledge and autonomously pursuing both personal and common
related goals (i.e., campaign) via FIPA-compliant message exchange. While the A2A
approaches ensure clear advantages relying on the inherited benefits of the agent-based
approach, the investigation of possible synergies between EREBOTS and non-agent-based
frameworks remain to be explored, with particular emphasis on strategies to automatize
the knowledge exploration.

For the specific case of doctor (or healthcare provider) agents, EREBOTS provides
an initial set of tools to monitor in real-time the running campaign. Such features par-
tially address C2 (run-time healthcare supervision). Indeed, we are working to satisfy
this challenge fully, and we plan to extend our mechanisms with logic-based triggers to
involve proactively medical personnel when needed. Moreover, we will deploy specific
mechanisms to enable medical specialists to take over the conversation from the bot.

Concerning modeling C3 (evolving models and behaviors), the user modeling and
knowledge representation can be dynamically reshaped to satisfy possibly different inves-
tigations/campaigns. As of today, the parallel execution of multi-campaigns is possible.
Yet, the seamless integration of contextually diverse knowledge is an ongoing work.

Besides multi-campaign capabilities, the challenge of multi-stakeholder personaliza-
tion C4 is considered in EREBOTS, specifically through fine-tuned data- and action-driven
penalization. Moreover, the user agents can be associated with specific classes (e.g., roles)
and receive personalized mainstream interaction story lines. Nevertheless, we understand
that medical personnel might need functionalities that go beyond the in-chat personaliza-
tion/differentiation. Therefore, as ongoing work, we are analyzing how to dynamically
integrate user-groups dedicated to enriching the chatbot interface (HemerApp) and its
interactions. Indeed, as often stated by the current state-of-the-art, not all the functionalities
can reasonably occur in a text/menu-based chat.

In terms of Quality of Experience C5 (users’ QoE), the web interface and specific
agent behaviors are in charge of punctually collecting users’ feedback related to the tasks
conducted within the application (e.g., exercise feedback). Nevertheless, although deeply
related to the potential engagement that the user may have throughout the campaign, this
is actually part of the process of personalization (as explained above). As ongoing work,
we are studying the automation of such a feedback classification and placing autonomous
logic triggers for sensitive feedback requiring the attention of the personnel managing a
given campaign.

This dynamicity in the implemented agent behaviors C6 is at least partially present
in EREBOTS. While the backbone functionalities are standard (agent generation, security
token registration, etc.), it is possible to (re)define at run-time several interaction patterns.
For example, in SC1, the medical personnel has full control in composing and connecting
stages and dynamics of the given story line. As ongoing work, we are investigating the
extent to which it is reasonable to allow the run-time definition of actual agents’ behaviors.
While it may represent a remarkable advancement for the platform, it might introduce
unwanted side effects.

Concerning C7 (semantics and terminology), the system currently relies on semistruc-
tured message exchange among agents. The data schema is defined as Pryv streams
typically serialized in JSON. Although Pryv has the ability to expose its data using seman-
tically rich representations [12] and to use standard vocabularies (e.g., HL7 FHIR), these
still need to be incorporated into the EREBOTS implementation.
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Regarding C8 (delegation), the entanglement user–chatbot–personnel supervising the
campaign might go beyond the simple automation of possibly machine-delegable behaviors.
EREBOTS provides (pro)active mechanisms that have been tailored to the specific case
study. Nevertheless, the generalization of such an assessment and the definition of proper
boundaries still remains an open challenge.

Finally, concerning C9 (privacy compliance). EREBOTS employs Pryv as a privacy-
compliant stream-based database. Moreover, when the platform is deployed, an automated
behavior composes an informative scrutinizing all the agents’ behaviors within the system
and collects which data is used for which purpose and visible to who. If a new behavior is
added into EREBOTS or an existing one is modified, the informative is entirely recomposed.

6. Conclusions

In the context of personalized chatbots as virtual assistants, this paper coped with
challenges such as agent-to-agent interaction, continuous healthcare personnel supervision,
evolving models and behaviors, multi-stakeholder personalized therapy and persuasion,
continuous QoE monitoring, dynamic mechanisms update, semantics and terminology,
task delegation, and privacy compliance.

To this end, it presented an agent-based framework named EREBOTS and its related
user interface named HemerApp to realize chatbots with multi-front-end connectors and
interfaces (i.e., Telegram, dedicated App and web interface). Moreover the framework
allows to implement and run parallel multi-scenarios behaviors, deploy personalized
conversations and recommendations, and provide a responsive multi-device monitoring in-
terface.

Such a platform has been tested in a physical exercise support scenario in the context
of social confinement situations, which allowed us to discuss the extent of satisfaction
of the above-mentioned challenges. Overall, we have shown that (i) assistive agents can
interact with each other in the back-end, opening the door to knowledge sharing for
campaign-related investigations; (ii) medical personnel has access to real-time aggregated
and personal information of the individuals participating in a given campaign, (iii) en-
abled multimodel knowledge representation can be enabled for simultaneous campaign
executions, (iv) it is possible to fine-tune data-/action-driven personalization strategies; (v)
user QoE can be monitored via direct feedback collection; (vi) it is possible to (re)define
online therapies and campaigns story lines; (vii) the data schema is defined as Pryv streams
typically serialized in JSON and possibly exposed using semantically rich representations
(e.g., HL7 FHIR—ongoing work in EREBOTS); (viii) (pro)active mechanisms can be tailored
to a specific case study; and (ix) users’ data are stored in a stream-based privacy-compliant
system solely managed by the user.

Finally, note that the testers have mostly provided positive feedback and recorded
improvements w.r.t. their initial balance conditions.
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